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Minutes 

 

BOARD        ADMINISTRATION 
Rich Cahoon, Keira Christian,       Dr. Kimberly Saunders, Supt. 
Richard Dunning, Alan Edelkind,      Dr. Ann Forrest, Asst. Supt. 
Jim Fredrickson, Katherine Heck,      Lori Schmidt, B.A. 
Janine Lesser, Kevin Pobst,       Ben Moenter, Special Ed. 
Robert Short, Jr., Liz Swan,       Cari Christian-Coates, Student Serv. 
Tim Theberge, Stephen Ullman,      Deb Riley, CVHS 
Jerome Wilson        Heather McKillop, CVHS 
         Kat Foecking, GBS 

          
 

1. Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance 

Tim Theberge called the meeting to order at 6:07 p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.   
 

2. Right to Know for Public Meeting Emergency Declaration 
Tim Theberge reported that as a result of a quorum present at tonight’s meeting in person, the declaration is not needed.   
 

3. Non-Public Session:  RSA 91-A: 3, II (If Required) 

a. Legal 
None.  
 

4. Points of Pride 
Kimberly Saunders reported various Points of Pride as reported to her from administrators.   
 

5. Public Comment 
Neil Sanford, Dublin, shared his concern about the requirement for athlete runners to wear masks.  He cited a recent race where a 
runner collapsed at the conclusion of the race.  Souhegan allows runners to pull their mask down and ConVal does not, creating an 
unfair advantage.  He understands the mask mandate by the NHIAA but it is a recommendation.  Mr. Sanford encouraged an 
adjustment to the requirement of wearing a mask while running.   
Gretchen Post said that she is the mother of two track runners.  Ms. Post requested a change in policy requiring masks while 
competing.  She asked that it be amended so that athletes can run with their mask down.  She said that athletes are fighting for 
breath.  Exceptions for high intensity sports outside have been made.  She asked for a modification that they not have to have their 
mouth and nose covered when running.   
 

Tim Theberge asked that two items be added to the agenda majority vote required. 

 

ConVal High School graduation – Majority approved. 

Mask policy for spring sports – Majority approved.   
 

6.  Consent Agenda  

 a. Acceptance of School Board Meeting Minutes (Board Vote Required) 
        1) April 20, 2021  

 
 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85807219833?pwd=MnMyTEcrZXJmYmhiOXRnSWsyUTVTdz09


 

b. Personnel  
1) Retirement June 2022   
2) Resignation June 2021 

 c. May 1st Enrollment Information 
Tim Theberge asked if there were any objection to items on tonight’s consent agenda.  None voiced.  All were adopted.  
 

7.  Superintendent’s Report and Presentation of Business  

 a.  Monthly Events Calendar 
The monthly event calendar was updated to reflect a joint Education & Equity Committee meeting on Monday, May 17, 2021 
beginning at 5:30 p.m.  The Equity Committee meeting previously scheduled on May 25th was cancelled.  .   
  

b. School Board Induction Series  
 - Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent Presentation 

Dr. Kimberly Saunders and Dr. Ann Forrest shared a presentation that focused on the roles of both the Superintendent and the 
Assistant Superintendent.  The intent is to introduce the Board to the roles and responsibilities of SAU Leadership Team members. 
Objectives are for the board to understand the role of the Superintendent as it relates to responsibilities, duties by statute and 
policy, provide examples of work, reflect the collaboration of effective district leadership team, and how it supports building level 
administrators.   
The Superintendent’s role is spelled out in state statute.  The Superintendent is the Board’s only employee.  Developing a vision is 
driven by staff, administration, and the community based on what they want for students.  The Superintendent nominates staff 
forward to the board.  The Superintendent is responsible for the selection and purchase of textbooks and supplemental materials.  
The position is responsible for bringing forward a proposed budget to the board, maintaining an accounting system and financial 
reporting procedures, and for the development of an educational plan including curriculum, instruction, and assessment programs.  
Oversight and evaluation of staff is a responsibility.  The responsibility of admission of both in district students and out of district 
students falls on the Superintendent.  At the top of the Superintendent’s responsib ility list is the safety of all students and staff.  
Coordinating the review of district policies is a responsibility as well. 
State Reporting is a role of the Superintendent.  Examples were provided.   
Areas of responsibility fall under the facilitation and creation of and work toward a Vision for the District.  To develop clear goals 
and objectives that work toward that vision, lead the central office so it functions at a high performing level, and to do so means 
coordinating and directing work in a multitude of areas including, but not limited to, curriculum, instruction, and assessment, 
financial management , human resources, special education, professional development, communications, technology, and crisis 
management.  Supporting building administrators is a big portion of the position.  We are the primary support to administrators so 
that they can improve teaching and learning.   
Dr. Ann Forrest shared her responsibilities as Assistant Superintendent in the area of Curriculum and Instruction.  The Curr iculum 
review and renewal process was outlined.  The ability to implement new programming well is considered when the cycle is 
developed.  When conducting research, evidence-based instructional practices come forward e.g. Keys to Comprehension, SRSD, 
and OGAP.  When implemented, positive results emerge in student performance.  Curriculum Mapping involves taking what you 
want students to learn and map it out on a calendar collaboratively.  Non-negotiables are identified for content and skill instruction 
within grade levels.   
Assessment and data informed decision making is part of the responsibility.  There is a purpose behind assessing to assure that it 
is valuable and provides feedback to students as learners so that they can move forward.    
Dr. Kimberly Saunders spoke about the importance of monitoring assessment results.  When students enter ConVal they enter at 
all levels.  Some students come a grade level or two ahead while others come behind.  Some are advanced and can read while 
some don’t know how to hold a book.  Students enter on a trajectory.  Without intervention, that trajectory would not change.  If a 
student comes in on grade level and there is no chance to move beyond grade level, only 25% go to college.  Those further beh ind 
do not have access to college beyond high school.  These are numbers in general and not ConVal numbers.  The reason we 
assess is to determine how we can help a student do better.   
Dr. Forrest said that she has a large role in the area of professional learning for teachers and staff.  Every five years we develop a 
Professional Development Master Plan that outlines the processes and procedures in place to enhance the learning of certified 
staff and strengthen content knowledge.  It is all targeted at how we can better support student learning.   
Overseeing Title funds is part of the responsibilities of the Assistant Superintendent.  Budgeting is aligned to the District ’s Strategic 
Plan.  Funding sources were reviewed e.g. Title I and how it must be managed.   
Supporting administration and how complex problems are analyzed through an ethical lens, policy lens, and legal lens was shared 
as a responsibility.   
Additional responsibilities include overseeing the alternative certification process, managing systems e.g. data warehousing, digital 
resources, curriculum mapping, assessment, PD and evaluation, sits on district committees and teams, and supports the 
Superintendent.   
Future induction series include the Business Office and Human Resources, Student Services and Special Education, and 
Technology and Facilities.   
Dr. Stephen Ullman recognized areas with NWEA, access to college for some students, and social class as three areas that are 
problematic.   
Kimberly Saunders recognized that math scores are lower than language arts and reported that investments have been made into 
materials and program.  Investments to help teachers understand how students learn math were lacking but more was invested in 
learning about how students learn to read.  Second, relative to IQ and access to college, the more we learn how students learn and 
the obstacles to learning have improved learning for students.  Over time, students develop and are able to be educated to reach 
higher levels of learning.  Socio-economics is real.  Studies indicate that who you go to school with is as important as who your 
parents are and where you live.  One of the single most determination factors for the success of a student is the level of education 
of the mother of that student.  How do we provide an equitable and meaningful experience to those that have come from a lesser 
means is always considered?  There is no problem that doesn’t have a solution.   
The time devoted to reading and writing is more than devoted to math.  Math is an area of concern.  Consistency over t ime with a 
curriculum program impacts learning.   
 
 



 

 

c. Dublin Consolidated 5th Grade 
Dr. Kimberly Saunders referenced information about the present 4 th grade at DCS and the school board motion and decision 
making on October 15, 2019.  Based on the present enrollment, there will not be a 5th grade at DCS.  Parents will receive written 
notification of this after this meeting.   
 
ConVal High School Graduation – Kimberly Saunders reported that in the past, all ConVal board members were given two tickets 
to graduation.  We are asking that the board forgo those tickets to allow the maximization for families.  Confirmed.   
 
This week is Educator Appreciation Week.  Thinking back to February 2020 when the realization that we might not be coming back 
to school soon.  It never crossed anyone’s mind that we would close up shop.  An education was provided to and for our students.  
There have been many successes and cause for celebration.  We have unspeakable amounts of gratitude for the amounts of work 
that has been done over the past year.   
Dick Dunning said that teachers and staff have gone above the call of duty and he commended them all.   
Tim Theberge shared how proud he is of what this district has been able to accomplish this year.  

 

8.  Reports 

 a. Teacher Representative  
None.  
  

 b. Food Service Committee – Dick Dunning 
Dick Dunning reported that the FDA has extended free lunches into the 2021/2022 school year.  It is great with a downside.  When 
we have Free and Reduced Lunch applications turned in, it has a direct impact on federal monies received.  The advantage is that 
funds become available for students and for those that fill the application and confirmed receive benefits such as fee free college 
applications among other benefits.   
There was a $280K anticipated loss projection with food service.  We now anticipate an additional $165K.   
Lori Schmidt said that we budgeted $117K and with the additional $165K brings us to $280K projected loss.   
The decrease in revenue as a result of students not being in school is part of the loss.   
Summer food program thoughts were discussed as well.   
 

 c. Selectmen’s Advisory Committee – Stephen Ullman 
Dr. Stephen Ullman reported that the meeting involved discussion about $780K remote learning monies and if they would be spent, 
the solar project, and ESSER receipts.  The Strategic Plan Kick-Off event was noted.  Discussion about how the district 
communicates to the voters took place.  The lawsuit on education funding was reported on.   
 

 d. Equity Committee – Rich Cahoon  
Rich Cahoon reported that three focus areas have been identified; impact on scheduling, inequity issues between middle schools , 
and equitable access to opportunities.  Middle school principals were present and the timeline on the work in the area of equity 
between the two schools was shared.  The work continues at the building level.  Upcoming items include the joint meeting with the 
Education Committee, review of the high school schedule, and review with high school counselors, and equity statement at high 
school for consideration of district wide adoption.  
 

 e. Policy Committee – Katherine Heck 
Katherine Heck reported that DIA – fund balance policy will soon come before the board for a first read.  An orientation on the 
policy process was shared.   
 

9.  Old Business 

 a. Legislation  
Tim Theberge said that two school districts, Oyster River and Concord, have come out against HB544.  SB130 is the voucher bill in 
the budget.  Recently, a particular vendor is being recommended by the Commissioner of Education.  That organization is under 
investigation in the State of Arizona.  
Katherine Heck said that HB243 requires that the budget be reported in a specific way.  HB110 was brought to the boards attention 
which would impact payment policy should it pass.  Lastly, SWEPT impacts with legislation were noted.  
 

 b. Learning Recovery  
Tim Theberge said that a plan for learning recovery was proposed at the last two meetings.  Time to review materials was provided.   
 

Rich Cahoon moved to adopt the proposal as presented.  Janine Lesser second.   
Katherine Heck said that how many invitations for participation for summer school, historic data, and how much we anticipate 
receiving from the federal government were asked at previous meetings.   
Kimberly Saunders said that we know that there are problems with participation when we offer summer program.  We will be 
working closely with families to share the importance of the programming.   
Katherine Heck asked when summer school becomes mandatory in other states, it is considered the same as regular school.  She 
asked how the board can support getting kids to this programming.   
Kimberly shared that the parent outreach will be of importance in getting students enrolled in the summer program.  School Choice 
has morphed into parent choice. 
Kevin Pobst asked if there is enough support to cultivate the level of attendance necessary.  Kimberly Saunders said that we will 
have to hire people, which is part of the plan. 
Kevin Pobst asked for clarification how this would be paid for. 
Kimberly Saunders said that as part of ESSER III dollars, there is a certain set aside that must be applied to learning recovery.  We 
would be meeting and exceeding that set aside.  We would use ESSER dollars over the next two years to accomplish this.  These 
are grant dollars from the federal government.  Programming and staffing will not be paid for with locally generated tax dollars.   



 

 
Jim Fredrickson said that it appears we are voting on the final recommendation.  He would like the motion restated to confirm what 
we are voting. 
Approval to hire a Learning Recovery director was previously authorized by the board.  
Rich Cahoon shared his concern with making sure that the 800 students who need access to these services take up the offer for  
these services.  He has heard that there is a will to do nothing this summer. 
Dr. Forrest shared participation rates for Title I programming K-4; in 2017 60% invited attended, 78% in 2018.    
Rich Cahoon asked what will be given up “X” to get “Y”.  Kimberly shared examples by level that might be impacted.   
Rich further asked, by the time school starts in the fall, we will have been through 20% of the time.  If participation is on ly 1/3, what 
will be done?  Kimberly Saunders said that work during the school year will have to be allocated for this work.   
Robert Short wanted to hear more about the goals and metrics to track progress on those goals.  What happens if goals are not  
met?  We are being asked to put $2.4M down on this; what happens if goals are not met?  What is the plan? 
Dr. Forrest said that she has shared performance data and often uses averages and ranges.  Looking at individual students and 
their performance on NWEA turns into setting individual goal setting for students.   
Robert further asked if the goal is to get a specific percentage above a certain level. 
Ann Forrest said that we want gap closing growth.  Our goal is to have kids make catch up growth who have fallen behind.  Getting 
more of our students meeting grade level standards or above is the goal.  Ann said that individual student data is being dug into 
now.  
Is there opportunity for parents or families who have not been chosen for this programming to attend?   
Ann Forrest said that the summer program is the smaller part of the program; we would not be able to staff for 800 students.  Much 
of the work is during the school year.  Our hope is to expand what we know works and target students most in need and get staff in 
to plan and prepare for the next school year.   
Rich Cahoon said that he will vote in favor on the basis to build capacity in years other than this year.  He would feel comfortable 
knowing about a student who did not master 6th grade math this year and is not retained and does not accept interventions but 
shows up at basketball practice.  What is our plan?  It is our job to make sure they learn the math.   

In favor: Rich Cahoon, Janine Lesser, Dick Dunning, Kevin Pobst, Katherine Heck, Keira Christian, Stephen Ullman, Jerry 

Wilson, Liz Swan, Alan Edelkind, Jim Fredrickson 

Opposed: Robert Short, Jr.  

Motion carries.   
 

 c. 2nd Read/Adoption Policy (Board Vote Required) 
- BDE: Committee Organization & Assignments 

Janine Lesser moved to adopt BDE.  Kevin Pobst second.  Unanimous.   

 

10.  New Business  

a. School Board Meetings – Begin Live Stream July 1, 2021 
Tim Theberge said that moving from the current version of meetings on Zoom to a live stream on July 1st is the consideration.  It 
would not be an interactive live stream.  In order to make public comment, one would have to be physically present at the meeting. 
Katherine Heck said that she was in favor of live stream.  Will it be video or just audio?   
Kimberly Saunders said that it would be board meetings only. 
Kevin Pobst asked if there would be no more Zoom or remote; board members would have to be present. 
Tim Theberge said that a board member could still attend remote if there were a quorum of the board physically present. 
It would no longer be a Zoom meeting.   
Keira Christian asked if a meeting could be recorded to allow it to be watched at a later date.  Tim said that it could be explored, 
but meeting minutes are posted. 
Rob Short, Jr. said that if we are going to do that, he suggested moving meetings back to a 7:00 start time.  Tim confirmed the 
intent is to return to 7:00 meetings.   
The proposal is to continue as present through June and live stream July 1st with no Zoom. 
Rich Cahoon suggested that a statement that indicates that “the minutes are not a transcript of the meetings” should be posted on 
the live stream.   
Kimberly Saunders suggested tracking how many people are watching to determine the longevity of live stream.   
Stephen Ullman said that he preferred the 6:30 start time.  

 

b.  Budget Transfers (Board Vote Required) – Lori Schmidt 
Lori Schmidt referenced a list of budget transfers with a zero net affect. 

Janine Lesser moved to accept the budget transfers.  Dick Dunning second.  Unanimous.   

 

c.  July School Board Meetings – Waive Policy BEA (Board Vote Required) 
Two meetings are requested in July and no committee meetings.  The dates proposed are July 13th and July 20th both at 7:00 p.m. 
Confirmed.  
 

d.  Ice Hockey Co-op 
John Reitnauer said that in 2015 we entered into an Ice Hockey Cooperative with Conant High School due to low enrollment in 
hockey.  Last season, we were unable to have a boys’ team skate.  Other Co-op programs were looked into.  Mr. Reitnauer said 
that he was in contact with Fall Mountain and Monadnock.  Monadnock would be the lead school who would set up ice time and 
hire coaches.   
Beginning 2022/2023 season, we would play for two years and then it would be evaluated.  Participation fees would be 
approximately $1,300 to participate.  Approval from the board is asked to move forward so that Mr. Reitnauer can let the NHIAA 
know.  We would have one more season in our current program. 
Kevin Pobst asked what the comparative cost for participation at the district level and what is the comparative cost for the athletes. 
 
 



 

 
John Reitnauer said that the boys program costs approximately $27K to run a 16 game schedule with an estimated 20 players.  
There would be no district cost under the proposed co-op.  ConVal participation fee is $125.00.  Conant fees would be $800 a 
season or $1,200 for a family.   
Robert Short, Jr. asked why we wouldn’t pick up the cost for athletes because we would still be saving. 
John Reitnauer said that he does have a petition to move into the proposed arrangement for the upcoming year if approved.   
Katherine Heck asked how it would be fair not to offer some level of district support for athletes.  Are the stakeholders aware of this 
change should it occur this November and if so, what are their feelings.  John reported that it has not been communicated with 
families and athletes yet.   
Jim Fredrickson asked how much we have in the budget next year to subsidize players should we move next year.  John said that 
$27-28K is in the budget for next year.   

Rich Cahoon moved that we provide our students to participate in the three school cooperative as soon as possible and 

that we cover participation to the same level we cover other sports.  Dick Dunning second. 
Katherine Heck asked about stakeholder input.  Do we do it as soon as possible?   
Rich said that should we not move, ConVal is not likely to play this year due to not enough players.   
John Reitnauer said that he is unsure that there would be enough players this year.   
Tim Theberge said that if this is the way that we allow kids to play hockey it is a consideration.   
Katherine Heck said that hockey has a booster organization of their own so it is involved.  
Dick Dunning asked if Conant was not asked to participate.  John Reitnauer said that we were also looking to move away with the 
girl’s co-op with Conant.  We were able to get into the group for reclassification with the boys.   
Rob Short asked if the girl’s team would remain as is.  John Reitnauer said that four teams cannot make up a coop and we have 
one more year with Conant.  We were able to field a girls’ team this past season.   

In favor to move to new co-op and district pay everything except $125 participation fee:   

Stephen Ullman and Katherine Heck abstained.   

All others in favor.  Motion carried.   
 
Mask Policy for Track and Field:  
Rich Cahoon said that if this board changed policy on masks would our athletes be able to compete or would other schools refuse 
to compete against us.  John Reitnauer said that all athletes participating in State tournaments, games, and meets are required to 
wear face masks.  Division II A.D.’s agreed that all competitions in DII would require masks during competition.  John  said that we 
could go to an event and not wear a mask and told to go home and forfeit the contest. 
Rich Cahoon asked if we could state that when required to wear a mask, we will as a condition.  He does not want kids unable to 
compete. 
Kevin Pobst said that he would be interested in a similar motion that athletes follow in competition, the host or sanctioning policy of 
the host.  If they are required, athletes will wear them.  If they are not required, they do not have to wear them.  If the host declares 
the need, they have to wear a mask.   
Tim Theberge said that our policy says that they are required on our property.  New direction to administration would be required.  
John Reitnauer shared who the other DII teams are.  Masks are required when competing within DII in the regular season.   
Rich Scheinblum was asked for input.  Rich Scheinblum said that he attends the COVID Monitoring Team meetings daily.  We 
have two physicians on the team, fire chiefs, hospital CFO, infection prevention person, four school district administrators, nurses 
etc.  Rich said that infection prevention and physicians recommend that it is not a good idea not to wear a mask.  A lot of e ffort has 
been put into this all year by many to have a plan.  Recommendations have been made based on the safety of the kids and the 
staff.  If the board votes something different, you send a message back to the committee who is working to keep the school open.  
We are still in high transmission.  There are three weeks left of sports.  This might be a question for next year based on guidelines 
then.  Right now, guidelines do not recommend removing the mask.  Mr. Scheinblum said that it is a slippery slope. 
Robert Short, Jr. asked if the mask could be adjusted to allow one to breathe.  If they adjust, are they disqualified?  Is depriving an 
athlete of valuable oxygen not dangerous?   
Tim Theberge said that this has been monitored; it decreases performance but does not deprive of oxygen.  If there is a 
performance disadvantage, it is equal.   
John Reitnauer said that the referee association will not be mask police.  Asking that masks be properly placed has been asked.  
John said that he has had conversations with athletic directors where athletes from those schools were not properly wearing 
masks.   
Katherine Heck asked if mask altering is happening on our campus.  John confirmed that it did happen at a home meet last week.  
He has had conversations and hoped that things were addressed there as with another school this season. 
Rich Cahoon said that CDC guidance says that masks should be worn but notes type and intensity of the exercise is unclear.  He 
asked why referees do not enforce masks if they enforce chin straps for football.   
Katherine asked if there was a sense from the track coach if this impacts the athletes.  John Reitnauer said that our coach is 
following the guidelines he has been asked to follow.   
Hearing no other discussion, the policy stands as currently stated. 

 

11.  Public Comment  
Rich Scheinblum thanked the board for taking the discussion on masks during competition tonight and coming to the conclusion as 
the Covid Monitoring Team recommends.   
 

12.  Approval of Manifests (Board Vote Required)  
Lori Schmidt certified that manifests listed have been reviewed by her and found to be proper charges against the Contoocook 
Valley School District for goods and/or services received and have been properly processed prior to their submittal to the School 
Board. 

Dick Dunning moved to approve the manifests as presented. Jim Fredrickson second.  Unanimous.   
 

13.  Non-Public Session:  RSA 91-A:3,II (If Required) 

 a. Negotiations 



 

 b. Legal 

 c. Personnel 

 d. Student 

 

Janine Lesser moved to enter into non-public session under RSA 91-A:3,II for matters of negotiation and personnel at 9:25 

p.m. Dick Dunning second.   Unanimous.  

 

Dick Dunning moved to exit non-public session at 10:13 p.m.  Robert Short, Jr. second.  Unanimous.   

 

Rich Cahoon moved to seal the minutes of both matters of non-public session for 10 years.   

Katherine Heck second.  Unanimous.   

 

Keira Christian motioned to adjourn at 10:13 p.m.  Dick Dunning second.  Unanimous.   

 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Brenda Marschok 


